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Main Street Re-imagined: 

A Master Plan for the North End, Niagara Falls, NY 
 

 
 

 

Niagara Falls, NY, known as a honeymoon capital of the world, is visited by 8 Million tourists** each 

year to see the falls and other natural wonders, has been facing with problems over decades.  Some 

of these are shared with other cities along the northeastern industrial belt and in the upstate New 

York.  Among chief issues include: decline of the city population, the gaps between tourists' areas 

and the rest of the city, an inability to keep, attract the younger generations to live in the city, to just 

mention but a few.  On the other hand situated at the rim of the one of natural wonders, Niagara Falls 

has big potential to preserve, redevelop and regenerate its history, culture, economy, urban fabric 

and city identity-pride for its residents.  The city has huge opportunities to create world-class public 
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spaces and a series of equally attractive connected public paths using its geographic, topographic 

and other ecological features unmatched by many other cities. 

 

The students of the Spring 14 Urban Design Studio will be charged to solve some of the very complex 

set of problems that have faced the city for decades.  The goal of the studio is to develop a master 

plan and urbanism recommendations for developing the city's northwestern edge along the Niagara 

Gorge.  Within the focus area extending from Rainbow Bridge to Whirlpool Rapids Bridge, which is 

anchored at the south-end by a proposed ‘Cultural District’ and at the north-end by the new 

International Railway Station there are four sub-areas that will be considered in the master plan: the 

Cultural District; Whirlpool Rapids Bridge / North-Main Precinct; Parkway / Main Street Corridor; and 

the Gorge Neighborhoods.  The studio will work with a local advisory group serving as studio’s major 

stakeholder.  This will include city, state, representatives, private sector development interests, as 

well as, community and business organizations.  During the semester, students will participate in a 

charrette whose outcome will become key in establishing base documentation for a CNU [National 

Conference] workshop planned for June. 

 

 ** Many tourists coming to NF will not stay more than one-two days. The city has been working 

hard to extend tourist stay for a variety of attractions and activities before they leave. This project is 

about planning for these in the most meaningful way and at the same time, making the city a more 

livable, walkable, sustainable place.  
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UB School of Architecture/Urban/Regional Planning 

URP 580-LAB 

URP 581 

ARC 609 

Urban Design Studio 

Instructor: Hiro Hata 

 

Course Syllabus: 

 

Eligibility: 

Graduate students in MARC or MUP programs and dual-degree students in the Dual-MARC/MUP 

program are eligible. If you are MUP students in Urban Design specialization track, this studio is 

required.  MARC students in any of GRGs and if you are interested in large-scale urban design, this 

studio is highly recommended. 

 

Pre-requisites: 

Your familiarity with large and complex planning and design would be desirable. However, even if you 

are not familiar with it, you are eligible. Regardless of professional programs you are pursuing, it is 

important to mention a set of fundamental requisites that must be understood: first and foremost, the 

studio is about teamwork, as you must collaborate with your fellow students from both MARC and 

MUP programs. Second, you need to understand the nature of urban design as a hybrid discipline 

striding over many disciplinary boundaries: architecture, urban & regional planning, landscape 

architecture, historic preservation, community-housing planning & development, transportation & 

infrastructure planning, economic development; and sustainable design. This means you are asked to 

be a broad-minded student willing to deal all or some of these disciplines all at once. Third, you will 

become a critical thinker yet remain as creative as one can ever be. You will be asked to face the 

reality of the city: its current physical and social contexts, stakeholders, its history, its multiple urban 

issues they are facing, and by doing so, you will be asked to respect the history and pride of the 

community and seek opportunities to plan/design a viable vision(s) for its immediate and long future. 

And, fourth, your will have an intensive studio experience, requiring to maintain high motivation and 

both mental/physical energy/stamina throughout the semester. Your ability to meet a series of 

deadlines is critical.  All these are necessary to keep in mind. 

 

Registration: 

URP 580-LAB - ARC/UP PRACTICUM 1 – 23203: Earn 3 units 

URP 581-LAB – 23204: Earn 6 units 

ARC 609-LAB-DUL STUDIO – 14196: Earn 4 units 

 

This is an interdisciplinary course; therefore, it has a few registration numbers. Please make sure you 

will register into an appropriate number. For MUP students, register URP 581; for MARC students, 

register URP 580 and for dual-MARC/MUP students, ARC 609. 

 

 



Mission Statement: 

The spring 2014 Urban Design studio will bring a group of interdisciplinary students from architecture 

and urban planning to address exciting opportunities for the City of Niagara Falls, NY. The students 

will have real sites and a real client to address your research, planning and design activity throughout 

the semester – and possibly beyond, in summer, when the city will host a workshop as part of CNU-

22, the Congress of New Urbanism’s National Conference. Additionally, timing of this studio is 

important as the city is on the verge of a new era for public/private investment in new infrastructure, 

major public spaces, new housing in downtown, a new/expanded transportation hub and key cultural 

facilities and hopefully more.  Given that the city has been diligently working on these strategic 

redevelopment opportunities, the time is at hand to usher the new era by making good its 

opportunities. Moreover, the focus area we will be working on sits along the Niagara River Gorge: one 

of the most unique and dramatic urban landscape features anywhere. 

 

The scope of the studio is ‘a dream comes true’ for urban design students: it ranges from historic 

preservation of natural and cultural features, eco-tourism development and open space design, 

economic development, transportation-infrastructure planning and design, mixed-use downtown, and 

design focused on new urban housing typology, to just name but a few. We will do these by Design.  

Expected outcome of the studio will be a single-volume report of a near-professional quality 

containing all selected-revised research, planning and design proposals during the semester. In 

addition, the student will be invited to present their studio’s work to a local advisory group.  The 

stakeholder group will include city, state, representatives, private sector development interests, as 

well as, community and business organizations.  During the semester, students will participate in a 

charrette whose outcome will become key in establishing base documentation for final deliverables 

and for a future CNU [National Conference] workshop planned for June. 

 

Course description: 

The course is intended to follow a studio format – widely practiced in professional planning-design 

organizations throughout the world – our built-in limitation is that we have two disciplines only: 

architecture and urban planning --- rather than having participation of grad students from multi-

disciplinary background. We are therefore asked to overcome this handicap by following two means: 

first, there is the studio lecture series where experts from many disciplines relevant to us will be 

invited to present their work; the second is to ask each student to assume a dual-triple role. The role 

of: Architect / planner / urban designer; Architect / landscape architect / urban designer.  Alternatively, 

if you are more interested in other disciplines, you can assume the role of, the Planner / civil engineer 

/ historic preservationist / environmentalist / developer. 

 

Scope of work: 

The studio will deal with a comprehensive set of scope of work that focuses on the “high-bank” of the 

Niagara River Gorge north of downtown Niagara Falls following districts: 

 

1. Niagara Falls State Park “North Gateway” and “Cultural District”  
 

In the area west and north of Main Street, the system of parks at Niagara Falls will see significant 

expansion. Most significantly with the Robert Moses Parkway’s elimination, the resulting new spaces 

will need to be re-invented.  



This is an area that is already seeing investment by the Maid of Mist in its new facilities. More is 

coming with proposed improvements to the Niagara Gorge Discovery Center and to the Aquarium of 

Niagara.  

 

The future of this area is envisioned as a remarkable new ‘destination landscape’ set on the plateau 

above the Niagara Gorge that will contain a range of high-quality, family-oriented educational and 

cultural venues and other tourist attractions that will be capable of complementing both the new park 

spaces, as well as, the existing neighborhoods to the east and business districts to the south. The 

primary role for the Cultural District is to support environmental regeneration post-parkway removal. 

The role for a restored environment is to support adjacent tourism-related development activities.  

 

2. The New “Park Way ” — Niagara Gorge Access, Park Restoration, and Promenade: 
 

The two-mile corridor extending north from the Gateway / Cultural District will see the reconstruction 

of Whirlpool Street. This is a project that will reconfigure and reconstruct the transportation 

infrastructure between Rainbow Bridge and Findlay Drive by removing the non-essential Robert 

Moses Parkway lanes and reconstructing Whirlpool Street as replacement.  Whirlpool Street will be 

reconstructed along with new park amenities and trails as well as pedestrian-focused activity nodes 

along this two-mile segment of the Niagara Gorge.  Using best practice and precedent work from 

around the world, the studio will address the re-purposing and re-design of the street with the goal 

distinguishing green from glitz and identifying appropriate urban development responses for that 

edge. 

 

3. International / Intermodal Transportation Hub and Main Street Re-development 

Opportunities: 
 

A new Amtrak railway station and international bridge plaza will be built adjacent to the Whirlpool 

Rapids Bridge. This new transportation infrastructure is critical in establishing a new activity node 

within the ‘North-Main Street Precinct’ that can anchor together multiple-uses and support new 

investment. In addition, a new international bridge plaza will be built to replace the current facilities to 

support the increasing number of cross-border trips at that location. 

 

As a result of expanding connectivity through the Niagara River Greenway, and expanding inter-city 

rail connectivity across the border and across the state, the surrounding area should be able to attract 

increasing development interest. The studio will explore possible private development opportunities, 

including residential, and multiple scenarios for new-urbanism interventions in and around this 

emerging hub. 

 

Student Learning Outcomes – what do you take home? 

There will be a range of lessons that the students are expected to learn by the end of the class. 

These take-home skill-set are listed in a random order as follows: 

 

 Team work and value of collaboration with someone from other disciplines – both within and 

outside of your own discipline; 



 In addition to breaking down your own silo to come out in the real world, you will learn how to 

be a productive member of the multi-disciplinary group contributing to production of final 

output; 

 Value of being exposed to the reality of city and the real people: the client, the community, 

lecturers and critics for planning ideas for envisioning its future redevelopment; 

 You will learn fundamental planning/urban design methodologies to assess/analyze complex 

issues using both graphic and verbal means of communication; 

 You also learn basic methodologies how to carry out the complex project in an effective and 

coordinated manner; 

 Value of leaning about: a dynamic, rigorous and robust process demanding quick but best 

judgment and decision-making ability; 

 Ability to present a project both graphically/visually and verbally in front of the class and the 

public; and 

 Ability to document the studio results in a (semi-) professional report. 

 

Course Requirements: 

The course is rigorous both in terms of work volume and limited amount of time to complete tasks. 

You will be tested how collaborative, tough and flexible you can be as long as you will reach the best 

result.  

Some of the obvious requirements include: 

 

 Regular and prompt attendance; 

 Meeting dues and due dates throughout; 

 Courtesy being a good citizen of the studio; 

 Willingness to work with your team and contribute to your teamwork and other obligations; 

 Willingness to facilitate the studio process throughout the course – such as sharing pertinent 

information essential for the project; 

 Participation to field trips and fieldwork: specifics: TBA;  

 Hand in deliverables in a good order and in time for pinups and final submissions, and 

 Evidence of shipping a set of deliverables to the sponsor in a timely manner. 

 

Readings: TBA 

There is a vast range of reading materials on all the subjects we are dealing with. You will be asked 

to identify a few for your reading. Occasionally, you will be asked to contribute to in-studio reading 

seminars to share summary of your reading materials. 

 

Course Deliverables: 

 Specifics TBA 

 

Grading Policy Components: 

Listed below, following criteria will be used to determine students’ performance. Grading is based on 

the assumption that teams will make actual deliverables in time. 

 Attendance/participation/overall management skills = 10% 

 Precedent study, Inventory and Analysis of the project site = 20% 



 Production of Conceptual alternatives: ability, rigor and thoroughness = 20% 

 Development of a chosen concept and Presentations of final scheme = 40% 

 Portfolio delivery: content thoroughness, professionalism of the look and feel = 10% 

 

Available Support: 

List any support that might help students succeed in the course such as a) information on the 

availability of videotapes of lectures, b) list of campus resources for tutoring and academic support, 

including computer labs, c) calendar of campus lectures, plays, events, exhibits, or other activities of 

relevance to your course, and d) online Resources that may be helpful to students: 

 

1. Access to Hayes Annex B: both studio space 01, lecture room 07 and Hayes Annex C computer 

lab: available on the 24/7 basis with your UB ID card; 

 

2. Architecture/Planning Library (APL) now located in Abbott Hall on the third floor 

Essential facility for obtaining maps/knowledge/precedents/other information gathering. 

Contact Rose Orcutt, Librarian: 829‐3505 Abbott 302 rmorcutt@buffalo.edu. 

Please allow ample time in advance to get the best services for your needs. 

3.   Computer Labs throughout the school: Hayes Annex C lab. 

4.   Student Editorial Services, 320 Baldy 

            Call 645-2077 to get editorial help in English. 

5.   School Printing Shop, Lindsay Romano, Shop Manager, Crosby Hall basement. 

Lindsay needs 24 hour advance notice to give you printing services.  

Contact: 829-5923; Infolger@buffalo.edu 

6. Visual Resource Center (VRC) 

Preparation of class assignments would most likely require the student to seek, locate 

appropriate images and/or other pertinent visual materials. The VRC is where these services 

are rendered, if you need them. To become familiar with its resources and how to borrow 

visual materials and equipment, the student should attend an orientation session (see a posted 

notice). Contact Maryanne Schultz. 

 

Specific Needs: 

The following statement has been provided by the Accessibility Resources Office: 

Students with specific needs that require attention should inform the instructor at the beginning of the 

semester. If you have a disability (physical, learning, or psychological) which may make it difficult for 

you to carry out the course work as outlined, and/or requires accommodations such as recruiting note 

takers, readers, or extended time on exams and assignments, please contact the Office of Disability 

Services, 25 Capen Hall, 645-2608. The office will provide you with information and review 

appropriate arrangements for reasonable accommodations. 

mailto:Infolger@buffalo.edu


 

Academic Content/Academic Integrity: 

The following statement has been provided by the Office of Academic Affairs: 

 

Students are reminded of University Policy regarding Academic Integrity, as stated in the University at 

Buffalo Catalog 2011-12: 

 

“Academic integrity is a fundamental university value. Through the honest completion of academic 

work, students sustain the integrity of the university while facilitating the university’s imperative for the 

transmission of knowledge and culture based upon the generation of new and innovative ideas. 

 

Academic dishonesty includes, but is not limited to, the following: 

 Previously submitted work. Submitting academically required material that has been previously 

submitted—in whole or in substantial part—in another course, without prior and expressed consent of 

the instructor. 

 Plagiarism. Copying or receiving material from any source and submitting that material as one’s 

own, without acknowledging and citing the particular debts to the source (quotations, paraphrases, 

basic ideas), or in any other manner representing the work of another as one’s own. 

 Cheating. Soliciting and/or receiving information from, or providing information to, another student 

or any other unauthorized source (including electronic sources such as cellular phones and PDAs), 

with the intent to deceive while completing an examination or individual assignment. 

 Falsification of academic materials. Fabricating laboratory materials, notes, reports, or any forms of 

computer data; forging an instructor’s name or initials; resubmitting an examination or assignment for 

reevaluation which has been altered without the instructor’s authorization; or submitting a report, 

paper, materials, computer data, or examination (or any considerable part thereof) prepared by any 

person other than the student responsible for the assignment. 

 Misrepresentation of documents. Forgery, alteration, or misuse of any University or Official 

document, record, or instrument of identification. 

 Confidential academic materials. Procurement, distribution or acceptance of examinations or 

laboratory results without prior and expressed consent of the instructor. 

 Selling academic assignments. No person shall sell or offer for sale to any person enrolled at the 

University at Buffalo any academic assignment, or any inappropriate assistance in the preparation, 

research, or writing of any assignment, which the seller knows, or has reason to believe, is intended 

for submission in fulfillment of any course or academic program requirement. 

Purchasing academic assignments. No person shall purchase an academic assignment intended for 

submission in fulfillment of any course or academic program requirement.” 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 



Preliminary Schedule: 

Studio schedule (dates and activity) is subject to change. 

 

Planned Studio Lectures (titles and speakers to be revised): 

1. Niagara Falls, past, now and future: community, its current conditions and 

future visions/plans – Tom and Mayor Dyster? 

2. Niagara Falls, Geographic history: past, place, people, legacy – Lynda 

Schneekloth 

3. Preservation: Tom Yots  

4. Transformative Project = Urban design as place-making – Paul Ciminelli?   

5. Urban design visual analysis techniques: Hiro  

6. What is a catalyst for development: Ernie Sternberg? 

7. Planning for peds, bikes, and nature: Paul Fuhrmann, Dan Hess? 

8. Eco-tourism: Jane Rice, EDR 

 

Week 1: Preparation Week 

Tue. Jan. 28: Introduction: orientation and Lecture  

Thu. Jan. 30: Understanding Niagara Falls 

Lecture 1: What makes Niagara Falls unique? And What are potential ahead?? Thomas 

DeSantis, Sr. Planner of the City of Niagara Falls, NY 

 

  Issue Precedents Study 

Week 2: Precedents Study 

Tue, Feb. 4: pinup 

Thu. Feb. 6: Precedents Study final pinup 

   

Issue INV&ANA. 

Week 3: Inventory & Analysis 

Feb. 11: Precedents Study preliminary documentation due  

 Inventory & Analysis pinup 

Feb. 13 Inventory & Analysis pinup 

 

Week 4: Inventory & Analysis 

Feb. 18 Inventory & Analysis pinup 

Feb. 20 Inventory & Analysis final pinup 

 

Week 5: Concepts 

Feb. 25 Inventory & Analysis documentation due 

Feb. 27 Two alternative concepts pinup 

 

Week 6: Concepts 

Mar. 4 

Mar. 6 

 

Week 7: Charrette week 



Mar. 11 

Mar. 13 

 

Week 8: spring recess 

Mar. 18 – 22  

 

Week 9: Development 

Mar. 25  

Mar. 27 

 

Week 10: Development 

Apr. 1 

Apr. 3 final development pinup 

 

Week 11: Presentation and Report 

Apr. 8 

Apr. 10 

 

Week 12: Presentation and Report 

Apr. 15 

Apr.17 

 

Week 13: Presentation and Report 

Apr. 22 

Apr. 24  

 

Week 14: Presentation and Report 

Apr. 29 

May 1 

 

Week 15: final review week – specifics TBA 

May 6 

May 8 

 

May 14 or 15: public presentation in Niagara Falls, NY 

 Time and place TBA 


